ACTION TO TAKE

Ask for funding related to the NM Chile Advertising Act to be suspended.
The NM Legislature ends on March 16 2019.
A. If you are a NM resident, phone, email and/or visit:
1. Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham - 4th floor of the NM State Capitol in Room 400
• Phone: (505) 476-2200
• email: https://www.governor.state.nm.us/contact-the-governor/
2. Lt. Governor Howie Morales - 490 Old Santa Fe Trail Room 417
• Phone: (505) 476-2250
3. Your Representative and Senator
• Find your legislators: https://www.nmlegis.gov/

Click on “Legislators”

B. On email headers, write: “Suspend Funding for the NM Chile Advertising Act.”
C. If you live outside of NM, please contact our NM Department of Tourism
• Phone: 505-827-7400
• Email: SantaFe.VIC@state.nm.us
Tell them you stand in solidarity with the citizens of NM in opposing the NM Chile Advertising
Act.
HISTORY
The New Mexico Chile Association (NM Chile Assoc.) and New Mexico State University (NMSU),
in collaboration with BIO (the national biotech lobbyist), the Farm Bureau (Monsanto-Bayer), and
ALEC (Koch Brothers) have successfully introduced legislation that threatens every single New
Mexican’s right to choose.
1. The New Mexico Chile Advertising Act (NM Chile Act), passed in 2011, requires
compulsory registration of anyone who describes or sells any kind of “chile pepper
(Capsicum annuum)” as “New Mexico Chile.”
2. The amended NM Chile Act, passed in 2012, requires compulsory registration of anyone
that describes, labels or sells chile called by the name of any city, town, county, village,
pueblo, mountain, river or other geographic feature or features located in New Mexico.
Even though that is the varietal name, e.g. Española, Sandia.
3. The NM Chile Act Absurdities:
a. This law applies to all New Mexico grown chile peppers of any type including:
jalapenos, Italian sweet peppers, shishitos, poblanos, cayenne, yellow hots, etc.;
b. 5% by weight of a chile lot can be non-New Mexican grown, yet still be called “New
Mexican Chile”;
c. If you register, you can call any chile by any name, such as “Hatch” even though it
may be planted in Gallup;
d. Compulsory registration requires disclosing location of chile fields, chile products
sold, customers, outlets and copies of invoices for proof. Yet, we New Mexicans
are not allowed to know if a genetically engineered (GE) crop, such as the GE
chile trials, are planted next to our fields;
e. After going to outrageous lengths to pass this law, the NM Chile Assoc.
trademarked the name “New Mexico Certified Chile” and a handful of growers near

the city of Hatch trademarked “Certified Hatch Chile”.
4. In 2018, House Bill 161 failed after immense public protest. Titled “Establishing State
Preemption of the Regulation of Agricultural and Vegetable Seeds,” HB161 would have
amended the NM Seed Law giving the state supreme power over all seeds possessed or
grown in NM, including those in gardens, a concern confirmed by the New Mexico
Attorney General’s office:
“…The result is that decisions on what can be grown locally will be taken away from local
control and exist exclusively in the state domain… ‘Vegetable seed’ includes the seeds of
those crops which are grown in gardens…”
(January 2018, HB161 Fiscal Impact Report)

All the legislative efforts introduced by the NM Chile Assoc. and collaborators are blocks in an
entire construct of laws designed to control who owns chile, and now all seeds, and to regulate
how they are described, possessed, grown, shared or sold.
NMSU is developing a genetically engineered chile for the NM Chile Assoc., using traits from our
landrace chiles. NMSU receives legislative funding (on behalf of the NM Chile Assoc.), will own
the seed patent (on genes taken from the public domain), regulates and knows the location of
chile farmers (through enforcement of the NM Chile Act by the NM Department of Agriculture),
and certifies the seed (NMSU Seed Certification Office).
It is wrong to use taxpayer money to prop up one troubled industry at the expense of viable local
economies. The NM Chile Assoc. should not be functioning as a governmental entity, nor should
they be using taxpayer money to regulate other businesses. The NM Chile Assoc. is an
association for private business and has no right to determine laws that affect other businesses,
businesspeople or anyone else. The NM Department of Agriculture should not be functioning as
an enforcement arm of the NM Chile Assoc.
The net effect of these laws is that lobbyists have moved into the legislative and regulatory bodies
of government, and are using taxpayer money to do so. Efforts to trademark and further
commodify a staple food crop should never come at the expense of a successful and healthy way
of life.
As New Mexicans, we request that the 2019 NM Legislature suspend funding related to the New
Mexico Chile Advertising Act that violates our freedom of speech, commerce, and human dignity.
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